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View east from the Old Black Canyon Highway

Figure 1: Vicinity Map

CHAPTER ONE: WHAT WE NEED
Introduction
The Open Space and Trails Master Plan
(OSAT) is written to give vision, guidance and
substance to the Town of Dewey-Humboldt for
preserving open spaces within and adjacent
to the Town, and for developing a trail system
within the Town that connects to trails in the
Region.  

Embedded in the Plan is the direction and
will of its citizens as expressed by the Open
Space and Trails advisory committee (OSAT
Committee), formed January 6, 2010 by the
Town Council.   The OSAT Committee, was
charged by the Town Council mission to make
recommendations and contributions toward the
completion of the OSAT Master Plan.

The Plan is divided into four chapters:
1) What We Need: the Need for a trail system
and open space preservation,
The Plan follows from the expressed desire
2) What We Found: the Findings of the study
of the citizens to keep the rural character and
and what citizens said they wanted,
spacious atmosphere of the Town, as described
in the 2009 General Plan for the Town of Dewey3) What We Propose: the Recommendations,
Humboldt Open Space and Trails Element.  
proposed new policies, and priorities for
The Plan addresses primarily recreational trails
making the plan become reality, and
rather than transportation needs.
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4) How We Get There: the Action Plan and
who can help get the Plan completed.  
An extensive Appendix is included, listing
resources, people to contact, and minutes from
the Open Space and Trails advisory committee
meetings.

Why Open Space?

Dewey-Humboldt today boasts views, vistas, and
open space.

Open space can be defined loosely as land
predominantly open and undeveloped, in a
natural state.   “Open space provides a range
of benefits to citizens of a community. Parks
and natural areas can be used for recreation;
wetlands and forests provide clean water
supply (for groundwater), (prevent erosion),
and provide wildlife habitat; farms and forests
provide aesthetic benefits to surrounding
residents.” (source: The Value of Open Space:
Evidence from Studies of Nonmarket Benefits,
2005).

The Town of Dewey-Humboldt values and prizes
its location within a special area of Arizona.  
For Town citizens and future generations, the
benefits are immeasurable and lasting.

Why Trails?
The Arizona Trails 2010: a Statewide Motorized &
Non-Motorized Trails Plan, adopted September
2009, states that “trails have been an integral
part of human civilization… to follow game,
trade goods, and explore uncharted territories.  
Today trails … exercise our bodies and quiet
our minds, … lead us to places of inspiration
and challenge, … and are avenues to quality
family time and social interaction.  Simply put,
trails improve our quality of life.”

From the 2008 Statewide Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP), “84% of
all trail users and 99% of ‘involved users’ said
trails are important to their quality of life.”  As
part of the statewide 2009 trail planning effort,
Open space is a refuge for people and surveys conducted in 2008 revealed 68.6% of
nature, a visual relief for people from the Arizonans use trails.   Of that number, 63.7%
urban environment and from the stresses of are non-motorized users, 21.5% are motorized
everyday life, and a natural buffer between users, and 14.8% are non-users.   Yavapai 
communities.   Open space can preserve a County has the second highest number of trail
community’s rural character for the long term.   users in the state next to Coconino County, with
Wildlife habitat, wetlands and watersheds, 64.4% non-motorized, 12.1% motorized, and
native plant habitat, stream and river corridors, 23.5% non-trail users.  
stewardship in perpetuity of the natural
environment; archaeological and historic sites
and resources are all areas that benefit from
open space conservation.   It is an essential
part of sustaining the quality of life for residents
and future generations.
Arizona state law recognizes that the
preservation of open space can benefit Arizona
citizens today and into the future through
the state trust land.   The Arizona Preserve
Initiative (API) was passed and signed into
law in 1996.  API, administered by the State
Land Department, is designed to encourage
the preservation of select parcels of state Trust
land in and around urban areas for open space
to benefit future generations.
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Springtime in Dewey-Humboldt
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The top 10 reasons why people use Arizona
trails, according to Arizona State Parks 1999
are:
1.  observe the scenic beauty
2.  enjoy the sounds and smells of nature
3.  be away from crowds
4.  enjoy the solitude
5.  be in the mountains
6.  be by a stream or river
7.  explore new areas
8.  improve physical health
9.  be by a lake
10.  be with family and friends

environment, for the benefit of generations
to come, teaching trail ethics and trail user
respect.   Knowing the rules of the trail
and respecting other users means more
people can enjoy them and limits damage
to natural resources.   Trails are good for
families and children – inexpensive outings,
with educational, recreational, and lasting
memories of family life.
The citizens of Dewey-Humboldt, being situated
in a lightly developed, scenic landscape with
access to public land and trails, stand to benefit
from all these attributes of a trail system.

The tall treeline follows the flow of the Agua Fria
River.

Using trails, according to Arizona Trails 2010,
have been shown to lead to:
• Better physical and mental health by
helping prevent disease and reduce health
care costs.  This is especially true in Arizona
where the climate allows for year-round
enjoyment for a wide range of people,
including persons with disabilities, children
and youth, the elderly and others who might
otherwise be less physically active.
• Contribute to local economies by creating
jobs and tourism dollars.   The sale of
sporting goods and equipment supports
local businesses; vacation dollars are spent
at local restaurants, for lodging, and for local
guides and outfitters.
• Strengthen the social fabric of communities
and neighborhoods by inspiring a sense of
belonging and appreciation of local culture.  
Volunteer groups are a measure of community
cooperation, where people work together
toward common goals in socially valuable
and meaningful activities.  Trails are a great
way to volunteer. The Black Canyon Trail
Association and Yavapai  Trails Association
are local examples of trail building user
support groups.
• A more valued and better stewardship of the
Open Space and Trails Plan
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CHAPTER TWO: WHAT WE FOUND

Dewey and Humboldt comprise two distinct
communities evolved over the last 100 +
years, with Dewey (to the north) providing an
agricultural and ranching economy, while the
Humboldt area (primarily to the south) had an
economy based in mining, with the presence of
the Humboldt Smelter and Stack and Iron King
Mine.  The Town is bisected east/west by State
Route 69 which travels up from Interstate 17 at
Cordes Junction through the Lonesome Valley
and the Town of Prescott Valley to the City of
Prescott, a former territorial capitol.   Near its
northern boundary is State Route 169, which
serves as a link northeast to Interstate 17.  Also
bisecting the Town is the Agua Fria River, flowing
north to south along a highly visible corridor
of tall cottonwood trees, and which is one of
the few rivers to flow year-round in Arizona.  
The Town limits generally follow the ridgeline,
marked by prominent knolls such as Round Hill
and El Capital to the south and east in the Black
Hills, and Spud Mountain to the southwest.

Context
Dewey-Humboldt is located in the high desert of
Northern Arizona within central Yavapai County,
and is 85 miles north of Phoenix and 15 miles
east of Prescott.   The 2008 population was
estimated at 4,452 hardy souls.  At an elevation
of 4,556 feet, town residents enjoy a mild four
season climate which includes an occasional
snowfall during the winter months.  This makes
it a very desirable place to enjoy the outdoors
year-round, whether as an Off-Highway user,
equestrian, hiker, walker, or cyclist.
The Town of Dewey-Humboldt was incorporated
effective December 20, 2004.  The Town was
created to “preserve the low-density lifestyle
that area residents had come to enjoy and
were fearful of losing.”  The people of DeweyHumboldt like “a slower pace, more elbow
room, and a more rural character, with views
of the mountains, clear skies, clean water, and
fresh air.”

The rural flavor of Dewey-Humboldt remains
largely intact, with residential lot sizes typically
greater than 1/2 acre, and most areas 1.6 acres
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or greater. The Town motto is -- “Arizona’s
Country Town.”   Its mining heritage is still
evident with the Humboldt Stack rising 235
feet on a hill above the old Town of Humboldt,
the Iron King Mine, and numerous tailings on
hillsides around the town.   

View of Humboldt Smelter site and stack.

The Humboldt Stack is notable as the most
visible local landmark and monument – you
know you are in Dewey-Humboldt when you
see the Stack, the tallest remaining smelter
stack in Arizona!  A former railroad grade still
traverses the town parallel to the Aqua Fria
River and Old Black Canyon Highway, formerly
serving the ranching and mining operations in
the area.  

Further study and follow-up may be needed to
evaluate the effects of the OSAT plan on special
status species and their habitats.  The BLM will
likely require further study of sensitive species
to ensure that transfer of lands for Public or
Recreation Purposes does not significantly
contribute to impacts that warrant protection
under the Endangered Species Act.  This further
study can be accomplished through preparation
of a Biological Evaluation.  Potential and likely
affects to special status species and general
habitats are construction, surface disturbance,
soil erosion, degradation of water quality, and
increased noise levels.

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

A preliminary Habitat Assessment (HA)
report on local biological resources within
the Town limits was prepared in anticipation
of providing this information to BLM and the
State Land Department as part of petitioning
for open space preservation. The HA described
dominant habitats within the Town limits, and
determined whether special status species may
have suitable habitat there.  This information is
intended as a guide for the OSAT master plan
to minimize impacts on these species and their
habitat.

A preliminary report on local archeological
resources was also written in anticipation of
providing information to BLM and the State
Land Department as part of petitioning for open
space preservation.  

The HA noted a general lack of biological
data and records of special status species
(threatened, endangered, or candidate), likely
because most of Dewey-Humboldt is private
land (75%).   The limited information is from
studies on federal projects (e.g. transportation,
public lands, and mines).

Old railroad grade still has crossing markers.
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Town.

A limited area has been investigated in the
Dewey-Humboldt area, typically associated
with ADOT road construction or maintenance.  
There are 38 known cultural sites within the
Town of Dewey-Humboldt.   Twenty-one (21)
archeological studies have documented lithic
scatters and habitations from AD 700 to 1500.  
The presence of mining features ranks high, with

Five of 18 candidate, threatened, and
endangered species that occur in Yavapai 
County have suitable habitat and may occur
in the Town.  Thirteen BLM Sensitive Species
have suitable habitat and may occur within the
Town limits.  The Granite Mountain-Black Hills
Wildlife Corridor may traverse proposed trails
and Trail Parks in the southeast part of the Iron King Mine today.
Open Space and Trails Plan
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shafts, adits, (mine entrances), and prospects
dating from 1875 to 1969 (closing of Iron King
Mine/Humboldt Smelter).
As with the biological assessment, additional
surveys can be conducted to determine sites to
avoid.  Prehistory and history is rich in DeweyHumboldt, with plentiful stories to tell and places
to interpret and understand.

Prior Planning and Policies
2009 General Plan
In 2009, the Town Council adopted a General
Plan with several elements referencing Open
Space and Trails development for DeweyHumboldt.  Vision 2028 from the 2009 General
Plan states that within the next 20 years,
the Town of Dewey-Humboldt will be able
to distinguish itself from its neighbors to the
north and south by keeping development lowdensity, with a look that promotes openness
and protects views, and that protects its natural
resources – the surrounding mountains and
hills, natural open space, public lands, rivers,
and streams.  This is also a perfect setting for
trail users of all kinds, and for appreciating the
natural landscape of the Town and surroundings
ridges, hills, and mountains.  
The Town Council promotes:
• development that will foster the look and
feel of openness and protect the viewscape, and
• protection and non-destructive use of our
natural resources including the surrounding
mountains and hills, natural open space,
public lands, rivers, and streams. (page 2-3)
Within the Vision are seven community values,
2 of which are directly related to Open Space/
Trails:
• Sustainable Development – the land
regulated by the Town should be developed
such that it remains at least as valuable
Open Space and Trails Plan
Town of Dewey-Humboldt
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in future generations as it is today, ceteris
paribus, with no additional external
resources;
• Creating Community – Town activities
should tend to create mutual respect and
understanding between citizens; shared
resources such as air, the River, the
mountains, and the feeling of openness
should be preserved by governance, public
investment and celebration.
The General Plan includes an Open Space/
Trails Element as well as several other elements
that are supportive of open space protection
and trail development.
LAND USE ELEMENT

Citizens of the Town expressed interested in maintaining views and vistas in order to protect the Town’s
character.

The commitment to “Preserving Smarter”
rather than “Growing Smarter” for the citizens
of Dewey-Humboldt means keeping the Town a
great place to live.  Under the Goal – “preserve
Dewey-Humboldt’s low density, rural small town
character” - objectives such as “maintaining
the spacious residential setting”, and “seeking
continued cooperation with public land agencies
in and around the Town” supports protection of
views and the preservation and/or acquisition
of BLM and State Trust lands.  
Within the Goal “meet the needs and desires
of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs”,
objectives such as “designating walkable,
multiple activity areas” supports trails and open
space.  
The General Plan defines open space as
“lands that are undeveloped and potentially
obtainable for open space or recreational uses
or in large acreage areas.”  Lands considered
Open Space within the Town include BLM
holdings, historic areas such as the Humboldt
Smelter and Iron King Mine sites, large lots
or parcels.   (Note: State Trust Land is also
considered desirable open space but recognized
as held in trust as state assets. However, under
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the Arizona Preserve Initiative, lands can be
designated “Suitable for Conservation”.)
The Town is about 18.9 square miles (12,000
acres).   The Town is 75.6% privately owned,
including private roads; 6.3% is BLM; and
13.7% is State Trust land.  The remaining 4.4%
is publicly owned road right-of-way. (Source:
Yavapai County Assessor records)

    Finding
Dewey-Humboldt believes in the long term
benefits of open space, to preserve its
history and spacious, residential character.
CIRCULATION ELEMENT
Dewey-Humboldt is a vehicle-dependent
community, with no public transit, but promotes
Page 
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a non-urban circulation system, supporting
improved connectivity and encouraging multimodal opportunities for pedestrians, cyclists,
and equestrians.  While it is also a goal to bring
roads up to approved standards, supporting
other modes will be enforced as part of road
design criteria.  Another goal is to “expedite the
orderly acquisition of private roads” into public
rights of way, making it a priority to resolve
connection and access problems with willing
property owners.  
Given the high percentage of private land
including roads privately owned, both BLM
(public land) and State Trust land (publicly
owned but designated to support state education
funding) are valuable open space commodities
within the Town.  The status of many roadways
not public right-of-way but available for public
access is unknown; many are easements
allowing public access.   Clarification will be
Open Space and Trails Plan
Town of Dewey-Humboldt
August 17, 2010

needed for their use as trails.  
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) for SR 69 ranges
from 14,000 south of SR 169 to over 24,000
north of SR 169.   (source: ADOT)   Travel on
roads within Town is light to moderate.   Four
roads (Foothills Drive, Henderson Road, Old
Black Canyon Highway, and Prescott Street
have ADT data from 2004; average counts
range from as low as 235 to less than 2000
ADT.  Certain stretches of roadway are higher,
but do not exceed 3,000 ADT.  Road conditions
vary from narrow dirt roads suitable for 4WD to
chip-sealed pavement.  
The General Plan mentions the possibility of
Potential Connector, Corridors, and Bypass
opportunities to improve general emergency
access and bottleneck situations on the 2
highways.   On the Circulation Plan map, a
Potential Alternative Connector Corridor is

shown east of SR 69 from Main to Prescott to
Lazy River to Foothills Drive connecting to SR
169; on the west side of SR 69, Henderson Drive
and Prescott Dells Road is shown as a potential
connector loop, with intermediate connections
to be determined.
The General Plan intention is to allow sufficient
area for trail development within any of these
corridors as part of any roadway improvement.
Finding
Traffic is very light in Town; ownership of
roads varies from public rights of way, public
use easements, and private roads.
OPEN SPACE/TRAILS ELEMENT
The Open Space/Trails Element of the 2009
General Plan starts by saying:

Roadway conditions vary from narrow dirt roads
to 4WD chip-sealed pavement within the Town of
Dewey-Humboldt.
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“Open Space is the Element that most
distinguishes Dewey-Humboldt from its
neighbors.  One of the main reasons for
incorporating as a town was the value its
residents put on retaining natural open
space.  The hills, river, and stretches of
undisturbed lands are, in many ways, more
characteristic of the community than its
built environment. Town citizens place a
high value on the open, undeveloped areas
that are integral to the community’s rural
character.  Preferences run to celebrating
the River, the hills and high desert
spaces rather than formal parks or lush
landscaping that are inconsistent with these
surroundings.”  

Existing hiking trail on BLM land.

The natural water systems that run through the Town
of Dewey-Humboldt are assests to the community.
Page 10
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The Open Space/Trails Element has 3 goals,
two of which mention the benefits of open
space and why lands need protection in DeweyHumboldt.  
• Protect scenic vistas, wildlife corridors and
habitats, major washes, and riverbeds”.  
o  Objectives include:
    1)  Identify the Town’s natural   
resources that require protection;
    2)  Recognize State requirements
for the preservation of cultural and
historical resources;
    3)  Define guidelines for maintaining
wash, viewshed, and other visually
sensitive open space areas;
    4)  Limit development potential on
sensitive lands such as steep terrain,
floodplains, and locations where
threatened, endangered, or desirable
indigenous species may be found.
What those vistas see today is primarily private
land, dotted occasionally with single family
homes on large lots.   Within the town limits
are parcels of State Trust Land and isolated
parcels of Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
lands.  Beyond to the ridgelines and horizon are
the Prescott National Forest (to the west), and
various parcels of BLM and State Trust land

parcels, whose configuration reflect overlapping
mining claims and homesteads.  
Therefore, another goal of the Open Space/
Trails Element is to:
• Coordinate with neighboring jurisdictions
and agencies to achieve regional open
space goals.
o Objectives include:
    1) strive to retain spacious, scenic
views among low density development,
even along busy transportation
corridors;
    2) respect State and Federal
agencies’ land management purposes,
while gaining their recognition of the
Town’s open space planning.
Given the Town’s topography, most citizens
have expansive views across the Agua Fria
River valley to the Bradshaw Mountains on the
west and Mingus Mountains on the east.  Certain
landmarks are highly visible – the Humboldt
Stack, Round Mountain, and Spud Mountain
are prominent within Town.  You can trace the
Agua Fria River from the lush, tall vegetation of
cottonwoods and willows.   While the riverbed
is privately owned, any development would
be subject to County Flood Control and Clean
Water Act restrictions.  
The final goal speaks to access to the
outdoors:
• Encourage accessibility to outdoor
enjoyment by residents and visitors
o Objectives are:
    1)  develop appropriate entry points
to public lands
    2)  develop or coordinate a
comprehensive trail and trailhead
system to provide access to the many
adjacent public open spaces and
forests
    3)  encourage proposal by
organizations and landowners to
Open Space and Trails Plan
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conduct recreational activities on
private sites
Several proposed trails are shown on the Open
Space /Trails map, slated for implementation
within the 2010/2019 Capital Improvement
program (CIP).   These trails are intended for
Non-Motorized travel and to follow existing
roads and public use easements.   Potential
trails are also shown, to show the possible
future intent for trail connections.  
Finding
Dewey-Humboldt has the intent to preserve
BLM and State Trust lands within and
adjacent to the Town in order to protect its
own character of scenic views, openness,
and natural setting. The town intends
to petition the State Land Department to
designate certain state trust lands “suitable
for conservation” and to apply to BLM
for parcels within the Town to become
designated for “Recreation and Public
Purposes” under the federal Act.
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING ELEMENT
The General Plan recognizes the integral
relationship of open space priorities and
environmental planning; they are considered
“core components” embedded within the Vision
2028.
Two of the three goals of this element relate
directly to the OSAT Master Plan.   By
“highlighting community sustainability by
preserving the quality of air, water and scenic
resources”, viewsheds and vistas are mentioned
as significant features to retain along with
roads, trails, and washes in the Black Hills and
Blue Hills, and maintaining Dark Skies.  
To further its goal to “extend positive environmental
influences beyond the Town’s boundaries”,
the Town encourages participation in regional
planning efforts, cooperation with the County
and other agencies on viewshed protection, and
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promotes its citizens’ participation in voluntary
regional environmental initiatives like trail
associations and environmental protection.
Finding
Preserving and conserving its natural
resources including viewsheds is linked by
the citizens of Dewey-Humboldt to sustaining
a healthy citizenry and community. This
understanding is in line with a national and
statewide understanding of the benefits
of open space and trails to citizens and
community.
WATER RESOURCES ELEMENT
Largely directed at the need for water
conservation, one important reference in this
element is to “protect and sustain the Agua
Fria River’s viability” through maintaining
riparian habitat along the River and other
watercourses.  

Many OHVs are legally able to share the road with
vehicles.

This aligns well with Open Space goals and
objectives with limiting development within the
River corridor, identifies the River as a major
natural resource in the Town, and protecting
scenic resource of the riparian environment
and the cottonwood-willow-walnut-sycamore
trees and other associated vegetation.   Other
watercourses of note are Chaparral Gulch,
Green Gulch and Texas Gulch.
Finding
The Agua Fria River corridor is important as
a natural and water resource to the Town,
and is integrally connected with goals for
Open Space, which seek to protect the
riparian environment.

State and Regional Plans
STATE TRAILS PLAN 2010
The State Trails Plan, in order to describe a profile
of trail users in the state, conducted numerous
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surveys with motorized and non-motorized
trail users to determine their preferences and
concerns.   The Trails Plan concentrated on
‘core’ users, those who reported that their trail
use was the majority of their recreational time.  
Ten percent (10%) of adult Arizonans consider
themselves primarily motorized trail users.
Some relevant statistics from these ‘core’ users
are summarized below:
• Quad or all-terrain vehicles have the
highest use type of motorized users/ year
(72%); 82% also hike at least once a year
• Dirt biking has increased 45% in last 5
years
• Quad or 4WD use has increased 30% in
last 5 years
• Top reasons for use are:
1) To go sightseeing/ driving for
pleasure
2) to go camping or picnicking
3) To get to a hunting/fishing area

The Arizona Trails Plan 2010 has a wealth of
informaiton on Arizona trail users.

Sixty-four (64%) of adult Arizona residents
have used a trail; 58% reported that trail use
accounts for the majority of their recreational
trail time.  Data on these ‘core’ non-motorized
trail users are summarized below.  
• Hiking is the highest non-motorized use
(85% at least one a year among interested
users)
• Mountain-biking: 23% at least once a year
• Seventeen (17%) of Arizonans are
equestrians & participate annually
• Top reasons for use are:
1) Exercising
2) Visiting historic or archeological
sites
3) Wildlife viewing/ bird watching

• Trail closures and loss of access will
continue, closing off places they have
historically been able to use;
• Increased use from the growth in Arizona’s
population will endanger trails, leading to
their physical deterioration and closure
• With more people in Arizona, the need for
people with disabilities who need access to
the outdoors has also increased
• Concern that state budgets are limited and
where will funding be available to fund trails
• Safety and enforcement of trail ‘rules of
the road’ so that users respect one another
on the trail
In 2008, an Arizona law (SB 1167) was enacted
to help manage rapidly growing OHV use.  The
law strengthens safety on equipment; institutes
laws that govern safe, ethical and responsible
operation; and requires an annual user decal
for PHVs under 1800 pounds.
Proceeds from the decal (70%) contribute to the
OHV Recreation Fund.  The Fund is distributed
to Arizona Game & Fish (35%) for information,
education, and law enforcement; and to the
Arizona State Land Department (5%) for
compliance, mitigation of resource damages,
and enforcement on state Trust lands.
The remaining 60% goes to the Arizona
State Parks Department for such purposes
as maintenance of OHV trails, acquisition
of access roads, law enforcement, signage,
environmental education, and mitigation and
prevention of OHV damages to land.   Each
year, beginning in 2011, an annual report will
be prepared outlining the accomplishments of
the Fund.

Both types of trail users have expressed
common concerns about trail use statewide:  
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Finding
The Arizona Trails Plan 2010 has a wealth
of information on trail users within the state.
The Plan offers profiles of user preferences,
basic needs and desires for trail design for
OHV and non-motorized, and a review of
other Arizona trail planning efforts.
PRESCOTT NATIONAL FOREST (PNF)

Zones, Dewey-Humboldt is part of Zone 1,
Prescott to Prescott Valley is Zone 2; Chino
Valley is Zone 3.   Feedback from a Zone 2
meeting in Prescott Valley indicated there is a
higher level of interest in recreation here than
other parts of the state.  A local history theme
has big interest among visitors to the area –
people want to know the backstory behind the
place.  The meetings were dynamic with lots of
different recreation user groups attending.  

Feedback from a Zone 1 meeting held in Mayer
in March 2010 indicates some of the values
that were important to the group that attended:  
respecting ranching activities, maintaining
access; restricting and separating motorized
users from other trail users; keeping the integrity
of the land; educating residents and visitors
about safety, local history, and low impact use.  
Some suggestions for resolving regional trail
issues included a seamless map public lands
showing motorized trails; designation of camping
areas; use of public land for rodeo arenas;
trash/ dumping cleanup and enforcement; and
education of the public (especially youth) on
This strategic planning process commenced ranching, outdoor ethics; and control of OHVs.
during the OSAT plan development as a
collective effort involving local recreation
Finding
organizations as sponsors.  PNF believes that
partnering with local recreation organizations
The Sustainable Recreation planning
is the best way to plan for recreation to benefit
process for the Prescott National Forest
residents and visitors alike.  The plan will address
Plan update is ongoing through October
ecological, economic, and social sustainability
2010. This process represent a window
for recreation on public lands.  
of opportunity for Dewey-Humboldt to: 1)
express its recreation needs; 2) collaborate
with other communities and the National
United States Forest Service (USFS) has
Forest on collective funding; 3) combine
fashioned a community vision from preliminary
efforts with PNF and other organizations to
public involvement that expresses residents’
support recreation planning for the benefit
desire for a healthy environment.  In the Deweyof locals and visitor alike; and 4) illustrate
Humboldt/ Mayer/ Poland Junction/ Cordes
desired connections to other communities
Junction area, partners such as the Black
and through public lands for protection of
Canyon Trail Association, Agua Fria Open
open space and development of trails.
Space Alliance, and Yavapai Trails Association
were local sponsors for community meetings
held in Black Canyon City, Mayer, and Prescott BLM RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Valley.  
(Executive Summary FEIS 4/15/2010)
As part of updating the PNF Plan, the Forest
was one of three National Forests selected
to participate in a comprehensive recreation
planning effort called Sustainable Recreation.  
The planning process will assess and
collaboratively develop a sustainable recreation
plan.  The term “sustainable recreation” refers
to the need for all members and organizations
within a community to participate in determining
the future of recreation in their geographic area,
so that the uses on national forest, county, city
or other lands can be sustained over time for
future generations.

The Yavapai County area is divided into three The
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Resource

Management

Plan

(RMP)
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for the Agua Fria National Monument/
Bradshaw Harquahala Resource Planning
area encompasses Dewey-Humboldt and
surrounding public lands.   Written in 2006,
the RMP proposes decisions on management
of BLM and explains the environmental
consequences.  
One category of note is Lands and Realty where
isolated parcels of BLM land area are discussed
for potential disposal through leases, sales, and
exchanges.  While the RMP notes these lands
are available, the RMP acknowledges there is
“ample land available for future development
from sources other than public lands.”  

BLM TRAVEL MANAGEMENT PLAN (under
development)
BLM began designating all public lands in one
of three Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) designation
categories in the 1980’s.   Arizona has 12.2
million acres of public lands: less than 1 percent
is designated “open,” 88 percent “limited,”
and 11 percent “closed” to OHV use.   This is
BLM’s response to the public’s concern about
“proliferation of unplanned roads and trails and
their impact on the landscape”.

On a national level and in response to increasing
demand for trails recreation on the public lands,
BLM has become “proactive in seeking travel
Riparian areas and the protection of riparian management solutions that conserve natural
areas is a priority as are cultural resources.   resources while providing for ample recreation
Prohibition of recreational target shooting is opportunities”.
proposed to protect public safety; hunting is
allowed in conjunction with Arizona laws and According to the BLM’s website, travel
regulations.  The RMP establishes Recreation management in Arizona will be comprehensive,
Management Zones, and “emphasizes looking at all motorized and non-motorized
community partnerships to develop recreational travel that occurs on public lands; multiopportunities that support resource conservation functional with broad participation from all
and public education.”  
resource disciplines from within BLM; be a
collaborative, industry, and community based
On the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum map, process; outcome based and designed for safe
BLM lands surrounding Dewey-Humboldt are and efficient transportation; and implemented in
designated “semi-primitive motorized”.   All a holistic approach that provides clear direction
motorized and mechanized vehicles would be for access and recreation opportunities while
limited to designated open routes.  Designated protecting sensitive areas. This includes signs,
travel routes will protect natural and cultural maps, education, maintenance, construction,
resources
while
allowing
recreational reconstruction, planning, field presence, law
opportunities.  The RMP also has an Abandoned enforcement, and monitoring.
Mines map, which shows a high concentration
of abandoned mines in the Dewey-Humboldt A Travel Management Plan for the BLM
area.
lands in and around the Dewey-Humboldt
area is referenced in the RMP, and may be in
Finding
development in the future.
Isolated BLM lands such as those within
Dewey-Humboldt are available and at risk
BLM has also recently adopted Strategic Goals
for sale, lease, or exchange. BLM supports
for Arizona.   The Strategies support goals for
protection of riparian areas; most forms
sustaining “living desert rivers”, stewardship of
of recreation are allowed but limited to
heritage resources, and community use.   Of
designated travel routes.
particular note to Dewey-Humboldt’s goal for
petitioning BLM to designate open space and
retain BLM land as public, is discussion of its
Page 14
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role in Community Infrastructure, where support
of local government planning and infrastructure
needs and to collaborate on projects of common
need and interest.
Finding
BLM has stated a desire to work with local
governments in stewardship, infrastructure
needs, and other areas of mutual interest. A
Travel Management Plan in the Bradshaw/
Harquahala Resource Planning area is
likely in the near future.
BLM RECREATION AND PUBLIC PURPOSES
(R&PP) ACT
Recognizing the strong need for parks and
other recreational and public purposes, the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act (1954)
authorizes the sale or lease of public lands
for recreation or public purposes to state and
local governments, or qualified non-profit
organizations.  

YAVAPAI COUNTY MASTER TRAILS PLAN
(MTP)
Adopted in 1995, the Yavapai  County MTP
established a system of non-motorized trails
within the County.  Viewed as a perpetual effort,
the MTP has mechanisms for coordinating with
adjacent jurisdictions, encourages development
of trails on public lands, utility easements, old
railroad beds, and greenbelts.   The Yavapai 
County Master Trails Plan Map was adopted
in 1995, separate from the Plan, as a separate
resource document.
Of particular concern is maintaining access to
trails.  Acquisition is preferred as fee simple for
rights of way. The County works in conjunction
with community partnerships, improvements,
trail development and maintenance.  

A Yavapai  County Trails Committee was
charged with implementation of the MTP and
responsibilities to develop trail standards and
maintenance objectives.  Several local groups
Applicants must define a Project, describe are identified as potential sources of labor for
the need for the project, a development and building and maintaining trails.   Criteria for
management plan, a construction schedule, including a trail within the Yavapai Trails system
and describe maintenance responsibilities.   are extensive, with the minimum tread width for
BLM will require environmental investigations a trail set at 24 inches. Relevant information
of biological, cultural, and other consideration on Volunteer Waiver of Liability, Maintenance
such as unpatented mining claims.   This is Records, and other useful information is listed
a very popular program, with an extensive in the MTP.
backlog of requests.
The MTP also references Arizona Revised
Finding
Stature (ARS) Section 33-1551, which limits
The R&PPAct is a mechanism for designating
liability for public and private landowners that
open space, but any designation must be
make land and water areas available to the
accompanied by a specific “public purpose”,
public for educational or recreation purposes.  
with a defined project, need and rationale
ARS Section 12-982 is also described, which
for the project, financing, management and
limits the liability of volunteers.
development plan, construction schedule,
Finding
and detailed information about the project.
Environmental investigations will also be
Yavapai County has been and is actively
required.
developing trails. The County can be a
continuing resource for information, local
experience, and support as the OSAT plan
is developing.
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TOWN OF PRESCOTT VALLEY (PV) PARKS
AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN (2007)
AND PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE SYSTEM
(2006)
The goal of the Pedestrian/Bicycle system is to
provide non-motorized alternative transportation
facilities to encourage bicycling and walking with
the Town of Prescott Valley.   The Pedestrian/
Bicycle System map shows a shared use
path labeled “Greenbelt/Landscaped Shared
Use Path” just north of the Town limits of
Dewey-Humboldt along the Agua Fria River to
Bradshaw Mountain Road.  Intended as an off
street, hard surface bike/ped path for the high
speed commuter or recreation user, the path
will be 10 feet wide, set back from the street
from 10 to 50 feet with open or landscaped area
in the setback (preferred).  Alternatively, the PV
road standards also permit a 5 foot/5 foot path
on either side of the roadway.

Access to Humboldt Smelter site
from Historic Humboldt
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Adjacent to the Humboldt Smelter site, a site
identified for open space, the group identified an
opportunity for Historic Humboldt to play a role
in open space and recreation for the Town.  With
the Smelter as an easily identifiable landmark,
Historic Humboldt/Main Street could be an area
friendly to all trail users and become a tourist
destination.  The EPA Superfund requirements
was cited as a constraint as cleanup activities
proceed.
In crafting a Vision for Historic Humboldt, types
of activities noted besides festivals and farmers’
market were to build on the historic theme and
provide a social gathering area or park with
picnic tables and trees, outdoor amphitheater,
and walking routes, including a trail to the Agua
Fria River across the Smelter site.

Among the recommendations was to partner
with the OSAT Committee to integrate identified
trail/pathway connections to community areas
PV has built most of its trails system using (Library/Activity Center, Humboldt Smelter site,
development agreements as land was and Agua Fria River) and other areas suitable
subdivided.   New development is required for open space and park locations.  Various trail
to provide trails, public access, and meet groups were seen as key to encouraging the
requirements/standards in zoning code.  Most area to improve on a healthy lifestyle through
are minimum 10 feet wide, hard surface providing services for pedestrians, cyclists, and
(concrete or asphalt), multi-use; all are non- equestrians.
motorized.  
Finding
Historic Humboldt revitalization can provide
The Old Black Canyon Highway right of way
mutual benefit to the OSAT plan, through
(purchased by PV) and abandoned railroad
its juxtaposition with the Smelter site, and
grade are or will be used as multi-use paths.  
by providing support for important trail
PV has worked with ADOT to use existing
connections in the center of Town.
underpasses under state highways for path
access.  PV is using the whole length of Agua
ARIZONA STATE TRUST LANDS-ARIZONA
Fria flood plain for its trail system.  
PRESERVE INITIATIVE (API) – 2010
website information
HISTORIC HUMBOLDT/ MAIN STREET
VISION CHARETTE (OCTOBER 2009)
The Arizona Preserve Initiative (API) is designed
Town planning staff, volunteer planning to encourage the preservation of select parcels
professionals from the Arizona Planning of state Trust land in and around urban areas
Association, and other participants conducted a for open space to benefit future generations.  
workshop to understand the existing conditions, Under ARS Section 37-312, state Trust land
opportunities and constraints, and to develop a can be leased for up to 50 years or sold for
Vision for the Main Street of Historic Humboldt.   conservation purposes.  Leases and sales must
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both occur at a public auction.
Conservation is defined in the law as “protection
of the natural assets of state Trust land for the
long-term benefit of the land, the beneficiaries,
lessees, the public, and unique resources such
as open space, scenic beauty, protected plants,
wildlife, archaeology, and multiple use values.”  
Trust land within incorporated cities and towns,
within one mile of incorporated municipalities of
less than 10,000 persons, or within three miles
of municipalities equal to or greater than 10,000
persons may be reclassified for conservation
purposes.
A public-private matching grant program was
created for acquisition or lease of state Trust
lands for conservation. Proposition 303, passed
in 1998, funds the grant program for 11 years
beginning in July, 2000.  
A state or local government, business, state
land lessee or a group of citizens may petition
the State Land Commissioner to have certain
Trust land nominated and reclassified for
conservation purposes. After notifications,
public hearings, consideration of physical and
economic impacts to lessees and the Trust,
the land may be reclassified as suitable for
conservation purposes.
Consideration is given to recommendations
from a five-member Conservation Advisory
Committee as well as consult with local and
regional planning authorities. Existing leases on
any land reclassified for conservation purposes
may not be canceled or impaired in any way.
Once the land is reclassified, a coordination
plan is adopted, prepared by the interested
parties, for the property to protect conservation
values.   Land may also be withdrawn from
sale or lease for three to five years (with the
possible extension for up to three more years)
to allow prospective lessees or purchasers time
to prepare the plan for the property and to raise
funds.
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With one independent appraisal and an
independent review appraisal of the fair market
value and required legal notice, a conservation
lease or sale may be auctioned. The land value
cannot be reduced because of the conservation
purpose.
If an existing lease is not renewed because a
conservation lease is issued, the former lessee
must receive compensation for the loss of lease
and reimbursable improvements.  
If the land is sold for conservation purposes, the
lease must be allowed to continue to the end of
its term.   If that lease were to be modified or
canceled by the new owner, the law provides for
compensation by the new owner to the lessee.
An API Eligible areas map shows DeweyHumboldt and other urbanized area of Yavapai 
County as having eligible state Trust land to
designate for conservation.   To date (March
2010), 33 petitions have been received to place
under conservation approximately 220,000
acres within the state.  Local petitions include a
joint petition by the City of Prescott and Town of
Prescott Valley for the Glassford Hill area (1900
acres); and petitions by the Open Space Alliance
of Yavapai County for Badger Mountain (1500
acres) and 2800 acres in the Yavapai Strip east
of Prescott.  These lands have a Reclassification
Order and Five-Year Withdrawal Order, but no
lease or sale application has been filed.
A letter of intent to petition was sent by the
Town of Dewey-Humboldt in February 2010 to
the State Land Commissioner putting the State
Land Department on notice that the Town would
be petitioning to have reclassified 6 parcels
considered suitable for conservation under ARS
criteria.  The letter states that the lands are an
essential part of the Town’s General Plan and
would be included in the OSAT plan (pending)
as part of its desire for regional connectivity to
other public lands.
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Finding
API is an effective way for local communities
like Dewey-Humboldt to designate open
space. Precedence has been set in the
filing of petitions for reclassifying lands as
suitable for conservation within Yavapai
County. The Town of Dewey-Humboldt
has stated its intention to the State Land
Department to petition for state Trust land
parcels reclassification. Once the OSAT
plan is adopted, the petitioning process can
begin in earnest.

• review and comment on public and
private development schemes to
promote interest in open space and
trails
The OSAT Committee conducted a total of ten
meetings, on selected Wednesday afternoons,
with public notice made by the Town of all
meetings according to the Open Meeting
Law.   Each meeting had a specific agenda,
and articulated new and old business topics.  
Meeting minutes are included in the Appendix.
OPEN SPACE DISCUSSION

Process and Public Feedback

The OSAT committee established what
constituted open space within Dewey-Humboldt,
Open Space and Trails advisory
defined desired trail character, drafted a
committee (OSAT Committee)
Vision Statement for the plan, and contributed
knowledge of trail usage within and surrounding
In January 2010, the Town Council established the Town.  Their input was essential to defining
the OSAT Committee, appointing 9 local citizens.   why, what, and where open space should be in
From January to June 2010, the OSAT advisory the Town.
committee and a consultant team worked to
define what the OSAT master plan should be Opinions about Open Space in Deweyand what the trails system should look like.  The Humboldt capture a sense of the town’s
Town Council established OSAT Committee spacious character, views of nature, and a
with the following mission and duties:
sense of home for residents.  As expressed by
Mission: Make recommendations and the OSAT Committee, Open Space is needed:
contributions toward the completion of the
• To appreciate and see nature at its best
OSAT master plan.
o To have views to the mountains,
Duties:
cliffs, geology/rocks
• identify current and future trails and
o To observe the diversity of the
open space needs of the community
natural landscape (the Rivers, washes,
mountains)
• identify opportunities and options,
and analyze alternatives for maximum
o To have views of land unobstructed
potential benefit
by structures, powerlines, fences
• suggest recommendations on open
• To see vistas, not houses, similar to what it
space and trails policies and design
was like 100 years ago
issues
• For quietness, solitude, spiritual quality
• suggest recommendations on
• To see the night sky
acquisition and development of trail
facilities and trail use
• To observe wildlife in their natural habitat
• consider potential methods to provide
o Deer, rabbits, birds, coyotes, javelina,
maintenance and promote safety
bobcat
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• For walks with family
• For a sense of home
o A view of the Humboldt Stack, a
community landmark
• To appreciate prehistoric and recent
cultures and history
• To provide a sense of adventure and
exploration
The OSAT Committee defined what open space
means to Dewey-Humboldt as:
• open area, spaciousness, vistas
• the river, hills and desert spaces
• the natural environment we have
• PASSIVE recreation only (not ballfields
and traditional developed parks)
• native landscape of Chaparral which is
prized here and the natural ecosystem
– wildlife and vegetation
TRAILS DISCUSSION
The

OSAT Committee concurred with the
survey findings of the state Trails Plan regarding
statistics about trail users and preferences,
based on their experience with trail users in
and around the Town.  Trails are needed in the
Town:
• to provide trails for the elderly and for
bicyclists
• to access BLM for motorized users
• to reach destinations for young/old such as
going to the library, town hall, commercial
centers, post office
• for people to have a safe place to walk,
not on a road
A desire for local trails was mentioned that
involved routes and possibly loops of various
lengths, connecting east and west of the
highway that provided access to the River and
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wildlife.   Local trails should connect to areas
that are available, using roads already used as
trail routes within the Town.  These trail routes
should be enhanced for safety, especially for
non-motorized uses.   New trails opportunities
were also suggested:
• a loop trail within the Town east of the
Aqua Fria River, using existing tunnels
under SR 69 to connect to trails into the
Bradshaw Mountains (a trail that connects
east and west D/H) with 2 crossings and
staging areas for users
• trails of different types that offer various
lengths such as a 1 hour experience or
longer
• a nature walk and bird watching trail
• a trail/walkway along Prescott Street to be
used by the elementary school (K-5)
• a trail near the Old Black Canyon Highway
Committee members also expressed the need
to connect to regional trails on Forest Service
(USFS) or BLM lands, connecting through State
Trust lands (STL), as well as create loop trails
within the Town.  The Town sits between these
public lands where developed trails and 4WD
roads already exist, making Dewey-Humboldt a
potential hub for connections to these existing
trail systems due to its central location and
geography.  

Evidence of a desired trail along Lazy River Road.

The proposed Black Canyon Trail will connect
the Black Canyon area with Camp Verde to the
west of Interstate 17.  Dewey-Humboldt has the
potential to be connected to 3 planned loops
(10 mile, 12 mile, and 17 mile), as planned by
the Yavapai  County Trails Committee.   The
OSAT Committee expressed the need for the
Dewey-Humboldt trail system to connect to
this new regional trail.  This would create a trail
around the town limits between Mayer/Poland
Junction up to Prescott Valley like Prescott’s
Circle Trail:
o connecting northeast to Camp
Verde along SR 169 (Orme Road and
General Crook Trail) to three planned/
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existing loops
o connecting south to a spur of the
Black Canyon Trail (Cathy Hubbard
Trail) at the existing Iron King Mine
trailhead on BLM at the DH town limits
Mayer to past Poland Junction
o connecting northwest to the USFS
Lynx Lake recreation area on to
Prescott’s Circle Trail
o connecting north under SR 169 to the
Prescott Valley trail system
Our Trail Users
Walkers/ Runners/ Hikers/ Pedestrians
As described and observed, people
like to walk in Dewey-Humboldt, but
have trouble finding a safe space to
walk.  Road shoulders are narrow, and
terrain is challenging.   School children
attending the Humboldt Elementary
School find little space to walk next to
the road, as do the Seniors at the Kate
Garber Center.   Runners and hikers
typically prefer a soft natural surface
trail.  Walkers and pedestrians prefer a
smooth, stable surface material.   This
can be either pavement or a compacted/
stabilized natural surface.
Equestrians
This is horse country, with many citizens
of Dewey-Humboldt owning horses.  
With the prevalence of lightly traveled
dirt roads, most ride right from home
onto Town roads and into adjacent
public lands (national forest, BLM, and
state Trust land).  Some will trailer their
horses to national forest or BLM trails in
the vicinity.  Equestrians prefer a natural
surface trail.
Off Highway Vehicles (OHVs)
This is also OHV country, where many
citizens have an ATV or “side-by-side”
ATV.  As with equestrians, the prevalence
of lightly traveled dirt roads makes it
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seamless to travel right on Town roads,
and also into adjacent public lands
(national forest, BLM, and state Trust
land).   Some will trailer their vehicles
to national forest or BLM trails in the
vicinity, where off road use is permitted.  
OHV riders prefer a natural surface trail
or unpaved road. (Note: OHVs have to
be street legal to travel on any portion of
the Town’s right of way.)
Bicyclists (road/ touring)
Cycling is more popular in communities
north of Dewey-Humboldt where paved
multi-use paths, bike routes and lanes
are provided.  Individuals, local bicycle
clubs such as the Prescott Bicycle Club,
and commercial bicycle tour groups
occasionally use SR 69 and SR 169 for
travel touring through the region.   SR
69 is 4 lanes through the Town, with
wide shoulders.  Arizona Department of
Transportation (ADOT) allows use of the
highway for bicycles.   Wherever roads
are paved in Town, cyclists can ride;
however, the condition of the pavement
varies and may not be conducive to
riding.
Mountain Bikes
Mountain biking is very popular in areas
around the City of Prescott, where there
are numerous trails in the Prescott
National Forest.  Mountain bikes would
be suitable to both the paved and dirt
road conditions in Dewey-Humboldt,
whether for basic transportation or
recreation.   The terrain is challenging,
with steep hills common.   Mountain
bikers prefer a natural surface trail or
unpaved road.
Persons with Special Needs
Terrain in
Dewey-Humboldt is
challenging even for the able–bodied,
where hills and valleys are steep and
tough to negotiate on foot.  A walkway
in Town leads from the Town Hall
complex, past the Post Office to Historic
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Humboldt.   The natural terrain and
narrow right of way makes this and other
locations even more of a challenge to
provide for persons with disabilities or
the elderly.  Areas mentioned where this
type of trail/ path would be needed were
around the Kate Garber Senior Center,
Library, Elementary School, Main Street
of Historic Humboldt, and in a natural
setting as a nature walk near the river.
Trailheads
The
Committee
also
discussed
developing trailheads where feasible
within Town, as well as supporting places
to stage and get to existing surrounding
trails on public lands.  Local volunteers
have been used to build many trails
in the Yavapai  County area, including
using students from the Orme Ranch
and Spring Valley Schools.
Trail Character
The Open Space and Trails Committee
wanted the trail system to blend into
the area’s rural and natural setting.  
Therefore, trails were agreed to be
narrow, have a natural surface, and
generally be primitive in character.  
The OSAT Committee wanted the trail
system to accommodate the existing
use of trails in the Town both nonmotorized for horse riders, walkers, and
hikers, and for motorized OHV riders.

Community Feedback
On April 20th and 21st, 2010, community
meetings were held in a variety of locations
and times to solicit feedback from the citizens
of Dewey-Humboldt.  
• Kate Garber Senior Center  April 20, 2010
8:30am
• Town Council  April 20, 2010 6:00pm
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• Goodwin Residence  April 21, 2010
10:00am
• OSAT Committee  April 21, 2010 3:00pm
• Library – J.W. Mitchell Room  April 21,
2010 6:30pm
A total of 20 citizens participated, contributing a
range of answers to 2 questions:
• Where do you use trails in DeweyHumboldt area?
• What do you value about open space in
Dewey-Humboldt?
Trails - Where do you use trails in
Dewey-Humboldt area?
Trails used in and around Dewey-Humboldt
include the national forest, BLM, state Trust
lands, town streets and roads.  Some trail users
seek opportunities to get out of town or walk
to scenic views, like to hike and discover new
trails, such as the Lynx Lake area; others like
to walk around the neighborhood, stopping to
socialize with the horses.  Others use trails to
access destinations outside of town, where dogs
are less likely to harass the horses, with some
traveling short distances on streets. Ultimately,
equestrians would like to be off the streets.
Trails are believed to have been lost over time,
due to overgrowth and/or flooding.   Washes
provide access to nature, gold, rocks, tracking
animals, deer, javelina, hawks and owls.  They
are a place to take grandchildren when they
visit to explore.  
The Seniors’ have a Walking Club – 10-15
people, who mostly walk in the evening in the
summer for an hour (1 to 2 miles).  Problems
arise walking on streets due to traffic; often
there are opportunities for residents to walk
from home and meet for lunch.   They would
appreciate some way to measure distance.  
Gathering area is usually at the Kate Garber
Center.  Trails would be good as an option with
a gathering area at a trailhead elsewhere than
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the Center.  These trails should offer a variety
of difficulties.  
Some trail users take their quads on roads to
reach trails on BLM, but would rather access
BLM via a trail system as many riders are unsure
of the ownership of the land over which they
travel.   Bicycles and road bikes currently use
the shoulder of roads.  Horse trails are generally
found on the streets and along the river.  Animal
trails are sometimes used particularly in the
Meadow Ranch area.  Even ‘Found’ Trails are
often utilized.   Some riders prefer going out
during the week to avoid crowds.  
Some use roads to walk 2 to 5 miles (dependent
on walking partner).   Others like using Sierra
Drive/Trails End as a route to get to the river,
but while the neighbors are friendly along this
route, ownership is unclear.  Once at the river,
they travel along the river’s edge to Prescott
Valley (cool & shady).  
A local loop on dirt streets informally named
Humboldt Loop is a local loop on dirt streets,
along washes on land without houses.   Many
walk with horses on road shoulders, but also
have seen women with children in strollers on
shoulders or on the roads where there is little
room to walk.  
Rocky Hill Road was mentioned as a dirt road
that is a great trail currently used by OHVs &
equestrians.  A I mile walk to Fire Road on the
west side of town is a favorite, since it forms a
Loop.  Some have the ability to use their own
property (2.5 acres) for trails to walk dogs and
goats. Most roads are believed to be trail-like
now such as Dewey Road & Rocky Hill Road.
Concerns
Concerns raised were that homes may be
built which will cut off a trail; that OHVs will
destroy the native vegetation, i.e. the riders
will “love it to death”, especially in large
numbers where they can damage washes
and create noise and dust.   Concern was
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expressed that BLM Travel Management
Plan will limit ability to use those trails.
Concerns were common regarding having
no room to walk off the roads due to weeds
and traffic, and that there was trash /clutter
along streets and on properties.  On the
other hand, proximity of trails to residences
was a concern for others.  
Terrain is an issue for older participants.  
For example, a local runner said he would
take his children if there was a trail to run
on, but since there is only the option to
run on the street, it is not safe for children.  
For some homeowners, visitors trespass
by turning around at their house because
they are looking for trail access.  Laws
governing OHVs are confusing as to what is
considered ‘street legal’.  
Some attending were quite concerned about
target practice and conflicts with hunters
within the town limits, and whether hunting
was permitted, thinking they had witnessed
poaching within the Town limits.  
Others were concerned with the loss of trails
and access to places for grandchildren.  
Financial concerns were discussed as to
who would pay for trails, and the liability
and responsibilities that the Town may be
undertaking.  Since the demographic of the
town’s population is older, one wondered
whether people would use trails.  A concern
for peace and quiet and to be left alone was
also expressed.

Suggestions
Everyone had suggestions about what could
or should be done:  
Having a trail system would be an Image
builder for the Town. Perhaps a connection
to Dewey-Humboldt via Iron King Mine could
be built; signs could help people from getting
lost, and trails should be kept to 2’-4’ wide,
quiet and clean.   The use of volunteers to
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build trails was seen as a cost effective way
to get trails.
Trails were needed that provided for both
motorized and hiking connections to the
National Forest; that provided a range of
options and experiences; that provided a
place for walkers and hikers to use as well as
families; and that provided for every type of
ability.  
While most OHV users are polite when they
encounter other users like horses, even
stopping and turning off their engines so
as not to spook horses, most felt that this
combination was not advised, since it created
a potentially dangerous encounter.   There
was consensus that the Town should pass
an ordinance to prevent hunting and target
shooting within the Town limits.
Trails should be next to roadways since most
of the roadways are dirt.  New roads could be
realigned to accommodate a trail on one side.  
Dirt bike and motorcycle trails need to be
located closer to housing.   More diversity in
the trail experience was desired with access
from home rather than driving to a trailhead.
Maintenance of trails is necessary, especially
for some uses such as OHVs and mountain
bikes, and should be planned for with a need
to identify a responsible party.
Making regional connections from Town,
exploring the use of the under-crossings
of State Route 69, and being able to walk
in Historic Humboldt on Main Street was
mentioned.   The possibility of developing
various kinds of trailheads was offered to
accommodate limited use, or large enough
for access by horse trailers.  Generally people
wanted the dirt roads to remain graded roads
to facilitate trail use.  
Open Space - What do you value
about open space in DeweyHumboldt?
Residents like open space the way it is, in its
natural state, and prefer it non-motorized, with
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an unobstructed view of the night sky.  “It is a
legacy of land and we have an interest in its
preservation and protection”.  Preservation was
linked to ensuring preservation of residents’
current life style, and some were not averse
to buying and secure open space.   Some
felt funding would have to be justified in this
economy, and that money should be spent
elsewhere when economic times are tough.
Some mentioned that lots are large, 2-3 acres;
when most is left in natural state, private land
is also considered open space.   Open space
helps meet a desire for clean air and a place
for our natural systems, to create a ‘feeling of
community’ that results from a community that
has open space – OUR open space.
Most felt open space should be kept tranquil,
quiet, peaceful, less used and safe, where
wildlife habitat can live and migration routes
can be respected.   Consideration should be
given to its aesthetic appeal, the trees & shade
they offer, so there is a “place for painters to
paint”.  Protection of the Humboldt Stack as the
most visible landmark and a historic resource
was also described.
Most recognized the need to preserve open
space for future tranquil use, that it should
remain untouched and natural.   BLM land
was thought of as open space, but there was
disagreement on whether to develop trails or
other recreation facilities.   Some stated the
need to build a trail within open space, or add
limited use, building on some of the open space
but preserve the rest, so wildlife would not be
disturbed. Smoking and indiscriminate shooting
was a concern for risk of wildfire and personal
harm.   (Note: Arizona Revised Statute (ARS)
Title 13-3107 is already inplace and addresses
the unlawful discharge of firearms within the
boundaries of any municipality.)
Some suggested the need for a park, but not
too developed or commercial, which could
become too crowded.  A goal of the last Agua
Fria Festival last October was to raise funds
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for a park, but some felt it had lost momentum.  
The Kate Garber Activity Center needed a place
to hold the June 5th Humboldt Homecoming
Picnic which would not have occuredhad not a
citizen donated private property for the event.
So there is a need for a park even if it is simple
with just a bench and a place for children, with
hiking trails, without OHV noise, with picnic
tables & BBQs.  
The two central areas west of SR 69 could be
parks, offering water and shade.  The Young’s
Farm area was cited as a potential park site,
where future access through the property would
bring a trail through the big trees.

The Vision
With their input, and with regard to the public’s
sentiments, a Vision of the OSAT Master Plan
was crafted.
The Open Space and Trails system will:
• seek to preserve the spacious quality of
the Chaparral environment native to DeweyHumboldt, including those lands held by the
state of Arizona as state trust land and by the
Bureau of Land Management located within
town borders, and
• create an interconnected, manageable,
and sustainable trails system of unimproved,
natural surface trails where Town citizens
and visitors alike can access the river,
hills and washes, and natural and historic
landmarks that represent the Town of DeweyHumboldt.
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